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WHAT’S NEW IN THE NINTH EDITION?

What’s new in the ninth edition is what’s new in marketing. To put it simply, we feel a newcomer to marketing today needs to grapple with three core issues: Value, analytics and metrics, and ethical and sustainable marketing.

Here’s just a sample of what we changed in this edition:

• Today’s marketer needs to be “a numbers person.” Increasingly, the field is data driven, and sophisticated analytics are revolutionizing the options organizations have at their fingertips to create, deliver, and measure value. We’re proud to say that with each edition we continue to lead the field of marketing principles books in coverage of analytics and metrics, and in this edition we’ve continued to expand that coverage significantly to show how marketers use the exciting new tools they have available to understand and harness “Big Data” as they strive to identify and meet customer needs. To reinforce this focus throughout the book, each chapter provides a Metrics Moment box that describes some important ways to measure key marketing concepts and each chapter also includes an Apply Marketing Metrics exercise at the end.

• In the eighth edition, we were proud to be the first marketing principles textbook to devote an entire chapter (Chapter 5) to the emerging and vital topic of Big Data and marketing analytics. Now in the ninth edition we’ve greatly expanded that chapter’s coverage to include numerous new key terms, many more application examples to connect concepts to practice, and several new tables and figures to further illustrate this fascinating chapter material.

• The ninth edition shines an even larger spotlight on the importance of ethical and sustainable marketing. The topic is so important to today’s students that our coverage of ethical issues begins right up front in Chapter 2. As soon as the student basically understands what marketing is, he or she begins to learn how it should be. And each chapter provides a boxed feature called Ripped from the Headlines: Ethical/Sustainable Decisions in the Real World. Here we describe a questionable marketing practice and then ask students for their opinion on the subject. All 14 of these boxes are new for the ninth edition, including attention to such firms as Coca-Cola, Chipotle, Volkswagen, Kimberly Clark, and Allstar (the “Snuggie”).

• Each chapter continues to feature a Marketing in Action mini-case at the end, and 13 of these are brand new for the ninth edition. Among the exciting firms with interesting problems and opportunities featured in these cases are GetFeedback, Airbus, Sprig, Facebook, Disney, Target, and Alibaba.

• The decision-focused Real People vignettes that frame each chapter are one of the signature features of our book. We continue this tradition in the ninth edition with seven new vignettes (50 percent of the total). These new vignettes include executives from Twitter, Campbell Soup, Weight Watchers, Levi Strauss, Quaker, BDP International, and Pitch (the advertising agency for Burger King).

• We emphasize active learning and decision making because we know that is what employers seek in today’s graduates. We further sharpen our focus on employability in the ninth edition with the debut of a new supplemental feature, found in MyMarketingLab, called “Rising Stars in Marketing.” Here we present video clips contributed by
recent successful graduates of marketing programs around the country. Each person shares advice about job-seeking and offers “do’s and don’ts” to current readers. These clips are indexed by job type, so students have the option of exploring career wisdom from those who have followed the same path they hope to take.

- Last but certainly not least, as always we pride ourselves on the currency of our content. Today’s student deserves to know what is going on in the marketing world today—and also tomorrow to the extent we can predict it. Here is a sampling of new Key Terms we introduce in the ninth edition:

**Chapter 1**
- accountability
- return on marketing investment (ROMI)
- mobile marketing
- user-generated content
- corporate citizenship
- screen addicts
- growth hackers
- haul videos
- competitive advantage
- consumer addiction
- Web 1.0
- Web 3.0
- Web 4.0
- screen addicts
- Cloud
- positioning

**Chapter 2**
- Arab Spring
- Greenhouse Effect
- global warming
- World Bank
- International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- foreign exchange rate (forex rate)
- balance of payments
- BRICS countries
- drones
- unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

**Chapter 3**
- market planning
- activity metrics
- outcome metrics
- leading indicators

**Chapter 4**
- market research online
- community (MROC)
- mechanical observation
- eye tracking technology

**Chapter 5**
- mar-tech
- marketing automation
- channel partner model
- emotion analysis
- digital marketing channels
- A/B test
- landing page
- churn rate
- margin on sales

**Chapter 6**
- evoked set
- consideration set
- determinant attributes
- compensatory decision rules
- multitasking
- rich media
- sadvertising
- conscientious consumerism

**Chapter 7**
- generational marketing
- digital natives
- buying power
- organizational demographics
- positioning statement
- brand anthropomorphism

**Chapter 8**
- technical success
- commercial success
- beta test
- bleeding edge technology

**Chapter 9**
- brand dilution
- sustainable packaging
- copycat packaging
Chapter 10
vertical integration
shopping for control
keystoning
high/low pricing
promo pricing
price segmentation
peak load pricing
surge pricing
bottom of the pyramid pricing
decoy pricing
prestige or premium pricing

Chapter 11
direct channel
product diversion
diverter
grey market
level loading
subscription boxes

Chapter 12
experiential merchandising
destination retailer
omnichannel marketing
organized retail crime (ORC)
beacon marketing
digital wallets
fair trade goods
bifurcated retailing
services

Chapter 13
comparative advertising
brand storytelling
slice of life advertising
lifestyle advertising
ad fraud
ad blocking
mobile hijacking
search engines
search marketing
search engine marketing (SEM)
sponsored search ads
text message advertising
monetize
in-app advertising
QR code advertising

Chapter 14
partner relationship
management (PRM)
telecommute
virtual office
key account
cross-functional team
multilevel selling
direct selling
video news release (VNR)
sock puppeting
paid influencer programs

Features of the Ninth Edition of Real People, Real Choices

Meet Real Marketers

Many of the Real People, Real Choices vignettes are new to this edition, featuring a variety of decision makers, from CEOs to brand managers. Here is just a sample of the marketers we feature:

• Michael Baumwoll, Twitter
• Keith Sutter, Johnson & Johnson
• Dondeena Bradley, Weight Watchers
• Becky Frankiewicz, Quaker Foods
• Neal Goldman, Under Armour
• Jennifer Sey, Levi Strauss
• Stephanie Nashawaty, Oracle
• Stan Clark, Eskimo Joe’s
Ethics and Sustainability in Marketing
Because the role of ethics and sustainability in business and in marketing is so important, we focus on these topics not just in a single chapter but in every chapter of the book. These Ripped from the Headlines boxes feature real-life examples of ethical and sustainable decisions marketers are faced with on a day-to-day basis.

Easy-to-Follow Marketing Plan Template
Marketing: Real People, Real Choices, ninth edition, includes a handy supplement at the end of Chapter 3 that is a template of a marketing plan you can use as a road map as you make your way through the book. The template provides a framework that is keyed to the major topics in the book, which will enable you to organize marketing concepts by chapter and create a solid marketing plan of your own.

Marketing Plan Appendix
Appendix A, Marketing Plan: The S&S Smoothie Company, provides a basic marketing plan for this interesting, if fictitious, firm. The extended example gives students the foundation they need to craft a complete marketing plan for a class project. In addition, the plan includes helpful “how to” guidelines that answer many of the questions that students ask while developing their own plans.

Career Appendix
Appendix B, Your Future in a Marketing Career, provides guidance for students on how to plan for a successful and rewarding career in the field. Success is framed as developing a unique brand for yourself that meets the needs of the job market. Career guidance recommendations follow the steps in a marketing plan with suggestions at each step for critical thinking and specific actions.

End-of-Chapter Study Map
Each chapter has an integrative study map for students that includes an Objective Summary, Key Terms, and student assessment opportunities of several types: Concepts: Test Your Knowledge; Activities: Apply What You’ve Learned; Apply Marketing Metrics (more on this one follows); Choices: What Do You Think?, and Miniproject: Learn by Doing. By completing these assessments, students and instructors achieve maximum assurance of learning.

Measuring the Value of Marketing through Marketing Metrics
Just how do marketers add value to a company, and how can they quantify that value? More and more, businesses demand accountability, and marketers respond as they develop a variety of “scorecards” that show how specific marketing activities directly affect their company’s return on investment (ROI). And on the job, the decisions that marketers make increasingly are informed by a mix of data-based facts coupled with good old marketing instinct. Each chapter provides a Metrics Moment box that describes some important ways to measure key marketing concepts, including a short Apply the Metric exercise that asks the student to actually work with some of these measures. And every end-of-chapter includes an Apply Marketing Metrics exercise that provides additional opportunities for students to practice measures that marketers use to help them make good decisions. Pricing exercises included at the end of the Marketing Math Supplement following Chapter 10 provide the opportunity for students to work real-life pricing problems.
New and Updated End-of-Chapter Cases in This Edition
Each chapter concludes with an exciting Marketing in Action mini-case about a real firm facing real marketing challenges. Questions at the end let you make the call to get the company on the right track.

Instructor Resources
At the Pearson’s Higher Ed catalog, https://www.pearsonhighered.com/sign-in.html, instructors can easily register to gain access to a variety of instructor resources available with the book in downloadable format. If assistance is needed, Pearson’s dedicated technical support team is ready to help with the media supplements that accompany the book. Visit https://support.pearson.com/getsupport for answers to frequently asked questions and toll-free user support phone numbers.

The following supplements are available with the ninth edition:

- Instructor’s Resource Manual
- Test Bank
- TestGen® Computerized Test Bank
- PowerPoint Presentation

This title is available as an eBook and can be purchased at most eBook retailers.
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